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Project Progress Meeting 
Attendees: John Rawlinson (JR)(NMRN); Claire Bates (CB)(RNSM); Tim Mitchell (TM)(Print + Digital Graphic 

Communication); Jock McLees (JM); Justin Hughes (JF); John Clayden (JC)  

Memorial Book 
This agenda item was attended by Tim Mitchell, a graphic designer brought in by JR to 

take the Memorial Book through the rest of the design stage and then on to production. 

JM outlined the history of the project – including the problems encountered with data 

accuracy and mistakes still being found on the existing remembrance wall, the excellent 

work done by Chris Munns (CM) and, subsequently, by Peter Jeanneret (PJ) to resolve 

discrepancies, the involvement of the Scottish Submarine Trust in setting up a Museum 

featuring a memorial in Helensburgh, and the long term possibility of a memorial in stone 

to replace the existing wall – and informed the meeting of the current state of the 

updated database held in a Dropbox for access by the Friends, the NMRN and the 

Helensburgh team. 

JR asked for confirmation of the file name in the Dropbox and the state of updates made. (Action: PJ) 

The meeting went on to cover options for the style, size and shape of the book and it was decided that individual 

pages would be A4 landscape, that elements of the Grenier design for the memorial door would be used to form an 

outline for each page (already agreed with Frank), that submarine crests would be incorporated where available and 

relevant, that the submarine badge be used if no crest is available, and that the design should ensure that those 

names not associated with actual submarine losses would be included in such a way as to avoid giving them the 

appearance of being “afterthoughts” or “add-ons”. It was confirmed that the book should include the names of all 

submariners who have given their lives while on active service, not just those serving in submarines lost at sea. Pages 

for comments will be included. 

There was further dialogue about whether it is essential that the book be capable of being closed (shut for the 

purists amongst you) … and whether it ought to be portable and therefore be designed to have a container. Final 

decisions on these elements are dependent upon the number of pages and the thickness of the overall content.  

Discussion of the plinth and stand for the book elicited the decision to have a wooden bookstand made from wood 

from HMS Victory to be seated on the Dolphins by the Memorial Garden Door. Although some wood from a Holland 

Class submarine exists, there is insufficient for a suitable memorial bookstand.  The crown from the existing Dolphins 

will be separated and mounted on the wall above the Memorial Book (see image below). 

Proofreaders will be required. (Action: Committee (idc)) 

TM left the meeting at this stage. 

Project – General Progress 
Key items are addressed in the following paragraphs. 

Funds already committed or spent total £41,885, covered by £25k from the Friends and matched by £25k from 

Museum reserves controlled by the RNSM Trustees. I understand that the NMRN has already been reimbursed by 

the Friends for invoices to the value of around £7k. Because a number of items in the plan are interdependent, 

individual subtotals are liable to small variations. 
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Nevertheless, the project has not been without problems as can be seen from discussion of curatorial issues around 

refurbishing 4” guns for display in the open near the jetty (see ‘The Saga of the 4” Guns’ below).  

Memorial Garden Door 
JM briefed the meeting that Frank Grenier had started work on the door, that 

he would work 3 days from 18th to 20th November and return for another 3 

days from 2nd till 4th December before taking stock of progress and deciding on 

future work needs. See The images in this report show Frank’s work so far. 

We then had a discussion about the possibility of a dedication ceremony for 

the Area of Remembrance at some time in 2016, with particular emphasis on 

the door and its design. Implications discussed in very general terms were: 

involvement of a VIP or VVIP; media involvement; ‘size’ of ceremony/ 

gathering; participation by serving submariners, the Submariners Association and local dignitaries; religious 

service/significance; publicity for Friends; and publicity for NMRN/RNSM. (Action: PH For January meeting agenda) 

JM stated the belief that such an event would be beneficial to the Friends if 

publicity resulted amongst serving submariners as well as amongst retired 

submariners and the wider public, especially locally. In anticipation of this idea, 

JM had exploratory discussions with Stefano Mannucci (SM) about these and SM 

expressed himself ready to support such proposals in any practical way he is 

able, including exploring the possibilities of a naval presence and perhaps 

eliciting financial support from submarines or from serving individuals. However, 

there can be no expectation of contributions from the public purse.   

JR declared an interest in the attendant publicity and described some of the 

facilities available within the NMRN that could contribute to arrangements. 

The Saga of the 4” Guns 
As volunteers from the Explosion Museum were working on one of three 4” deck guns, research surfaced showing 

that the gun chosen was that from HMS Andrew and, as such, was judged to be unsuitable for external display. As an 

ex-A Boat gunnery officer, JM was the first to ask how that could be true of a weapon designed to spend its lifetime 

in a salt water environment. However, it transpired that this was the last gun fired during a gun action surface 

conducted on Tuesday 3rd December 1974 by HMS Andrew.  

After retirement, the Andrew gun was displayed in the open at HMS Dolphin for many years before transfer to the 

RNSM. By 1998, the gun was showing signs of serious decay particularly to the 3-ton mount assembly. It was 

therefore moved indoors to stabilise its condition. 

Because of its history, the Andrew gun is not regarded as suitable for external display. However, with the drafting of 

a new RNSM site interpretation plan for 2016, the NMRN anticipates that the gun will receive professional 

conservation and repair with a view to possibly displaying it on the ground floor of the JFB where they believe there 

will be exciting opportunities for its interpretation. 

This decision called into question the original aim of the Friends’ offer of funds in support of moving weapons from 

the unusable Weapons Gallery to the John Fieldhouse Building. It also negated the plan to improve the visitor 

experience for the very large number of visitors now arriving by water bus from Portsmouth Historic Dockyard by 

having a substantial artefact displayed close to their landing point. 

We believe that a compromise solution has now been found which satisfies the ‘provenance’ concerns attached to 

the Andrew gun while satisfying the ‘visitor experience’ needs of having an a substantial artefact displayed close to 
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the jetty landing area. Maintenance of the Andrew gun will proceed with a view to its eventual display indoors in a 

setting yet to be decided. A second 4” deck gun will be brought out of storage, refurbished for external display by a 

qualified company and displayed on the jetty in time for the start of the 2016 season at a cost of 7.25k. Discussion on 

who foots what part of this cost is ongoing. 

Post-Cold War/Age of TLAM & Vanguard 
JH introduced concerns that the story told by the RNSM, while covering the first half of the Submarine Service’s 

existence in some detail, pays less attention to the Cold War and practically comes to a stop in 1989. JR expressed 

reservations about including a coherent display of post-Cold War artefacts without a root-and-branch reorganisation 

of the whole RNSM site. JH made the point that, unlike other areas of the military establishment who have their Red 

Arrows, Guards’ Public Duties, tattoos, air shows, low flying jets and Chinooks, the RNSM represents the RN 

Submarine Service’s sole point of contact with the public. 

Although our discussions were inconclusive, the Friends’ representatives felt it important to continue to press for 

inclusion of displays and artefacts that tell the story of the Submarine Service in the post-Cold War era. Displaying a 

TLAM and a model of a Vanguard Class submarine would provide a starting point. This is actually supported by and in  

accordance with the NMRN’s long term strategy (see The Future – NMRN Strategy below). 

VC Display 
Pre-meeting discussion with our Treasurer indicated that £3k had been requested by the Museum and allocated by 

the Committee some time ago for use on the VC display. Somehow, the action was lost during changes at the top of 

the RNSM and within the NMRN.  

We discussed what is currently planned for the VC display and JR and CB agreed to investigate the past action on the 

funding allocation and to report. (Action: JR/CB) JM acknowledged that he had fallen behind with his review of the 

information available about the Submarine VC winners and promised to expedite! (Action: JM) 

Within the Museum upgrade project, there is the objective to improve display of VCs and the way their stories are 

told. An interactive display has been acquired that will allow better public access to a short account of each VC 

winner’s achievements, with quotations from citations.  

The Future – NMRN Strategy 
The second attachment to the covering email for this report is a draft edition of the NMRN Master Narrative, a 

document that has been through a number of iterations before being taken by the NMRN Board. This is a work in 

progress that will continue to develop. 

The document defines the ‘story’ the NMRN believes it should tell to the public. It provides a matrix against which a 

historical narrative will be developed by dividing the history of British Seapower into seven different periods, 

brought to life through museum galleries, collections, historic ships and aircraft, exhibitions, publications and 

partnerships. It is then a question of matching existing assets against that matrix to tell a cohesive story. 

 


